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trolling purposes as well as for controlling a CNC 

machine.

The production planning and control system 

ALCIM (A+W Production), main tool for produc-

tion scheduling, imports the order data into the 

production database. Production scheduling com-

piles the items in production batches and controls 

the production process of every single sheet by rack 

allocation in the cutting area. The batches are opti-

mised for cutting and thus released for production. 

It takes just a mouse-click to transmit the data to the 

CNC machines and monitoring systems on the shop 

floor. Cutting lines and spacer benders are controlled 

automatically. 

Inventive architecture and individual taste are 

more and more expressed in extraordinary Geor-

Cutting-Edge Production Environment

On a huge production area, the IG lines of Glasso-

lutions® Jaroszowiec produce high-tech function-

al glass that ranks among the best in all of Europe 

– the fact that all products are CE certified throws 

the doors to the entire European market wide 

open for the Polish SGB sites. CNC cutting lines 

make sure that the washers are supplied with 

enough glass at all times. Jaroszowiec takes the 

The administration building of Glassolutions® Saint-Gobain in Ja-

roszowiec

Glassolutions with Highly Innovative Products

Premium IG for Poland and Central Europe:

Top Notch DGU-Plant – Jaroszowiec, 50 km north east of Kraków, is a 

traditional site of the Polish glass industry. From Jaroszowiec, the 

strongest Polish IG plant of the Saint-Gobain group supplies Poland and 

the adjoining countries with high-quality IG glass. Technical know-how, 

state-of-the-art production lines, first-class specialised products and 

optimised, software-controlled processes are the hallmark of Glassolu-

tions®. Seven affiliated sites in Poland corroborate the strong, country-

wide presence and cover the entire range of Saint-Gobain architectural 

glass.

subject of ‚green products / Low-E ‘very 

serious indeed, using the cutting-edge, 

‘warm’ Swissspacer edge sealing system 

which, since the acquisition of a special 

bender, can even be handled in bended 

shape. Apart from energy-saving glass, 

Jaroszowiec of course also supplies all 

other Saint-Gobain performance glass 

types which are mainly delivered to win-

dow producers. The facade and project 

business is handled via fitting partners, 

metal workers and interior outfitters.

Efficient Processes

Like all Polish Glassolutions® sites, Jaro-

szowiec uses A+W-Software to handle 

order processing and production con-

trol. Exploiting the enormous capacities 

and complex technologies of state-of-the-art IG 

production begins with order entry. Since 1995, 

Glassolutions®  have been using ALBAT+WIRSAM’s 

ALFAK (A+W Business), the best-selling commer-

cial software for the flat glass industry.

In a modern, fully networked company like 

Glassolutions®, the commercial and technical da-

ta entered in ALFAK are available in all areas of 

the companies right away – for commercial con-

Since 1995, A+W has been the trusted software partner of Glassolutions. From 

left to right: Jarosław Widórek, Software Engineer commercial software; Krzysztof 

Juszczyk, Project Manager Glassolutions; Waldemar Serafin, Director A+W Polska; 

Andrzej Janik, Factory Manager / Factory Director; Andrzej Czaja, Software Engi-

neer technical software.  

Since 1993, Poland is an important location 

for the development of Saint-Gobain glass 

processing in Central and Eastern Europe. 

Saint-Gobain is among the top twenty for-

eign investors in Poland. The asset value of 

the Saint-Gobain group in Poland is 1.4 billi-

on €. Over 6000 employees are working in the 

group’s nine Polish companies. With a share of 

about 18%, Saint Gobain dominates the Polish 

IG market.

Glassolutions® Poland was founded in 1991 

as a private company under the name of 

‚Glaspol‘. In 1994, Glaspol was taken over by 

Saint-Gobain. The trade name Glassolutions® 

comprises about two hundred companies of 

Saint-Gobain’s European architectural glass 

line.

Left: High-Tech IG-lines allow an ext-

raordinary delivery capacity and short 

production times. Glassolutions Jaros-

zowiec provides the complete ran-

ge of Saint-Gobain performance DGU 

constructions.

Right: A+W Business (ALFAK) is used 

in all Polish Glassolutions plants for 

quick and reliable entry of every type 

of ordered products. Due to its graphi-

cal interface, shapes, grid construc-

tions and processings  are displayed 

true to scale.   
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gian bar patterns. The increasing number of spe-

cial Georgian bar constructions requires a power-

ful con-struction program also capable of editing 

the required pattern true to scale, on screen, via 

printer or plotter. Glassolutions® Jaroszowiec us-

es A+W CAD Designer (AWDesign), a Windows-

based Georgian bar construction program with a 

graphic user interface that allows arranging most 

of the common grid types in the desired patterns 

on rectangular or shaped sheets. The lead times, 

even for complex Georgian bar constructions, can 

thus be shortened significantly.

The cutting lines of Jaroszowiec are controlled 

by ALBAT+WIRSAM’s optimisation and cutting 

control system XOPT-ON which permits the ma-

chine operator’s intervention in the batch struc-

ture even after optimization has been complet-

ed: The XOPT-ON control station can link batch-

es, split and rearrange them, taking the integra-

tion of rush orders and breakage in its stride. After 

breakout, the sheets are loaded onto harp racks 

for further use.

Top Software Needs Top Service

„What the customers get from us“, explains 

Waldemar Serafin, branch manager of A+W Po-

land, „cannot be reduced to ‚software‘; only the 

interaction with reliable and flexible service pro-

duces a dependable, overall system, the digital 

backbone of the company, which allows our cus-

tomers to work fast and reliably, based on op-

timised processes.“ Project Manager Krzysztof 

Juszczyk: „The customer service provided by the 

Polish A+W team is simply excellent. Whenever I 

need help, the boys are there – and they under-

stand their job, not only the IT part, but also the 

processes within the glass industry. Currently we 

are working together with A+W on new IT proj-

ects which shall modernise our processes even 

further – the cooperation could not be better.“

A Group of Highest Level

Thanks to this innovative strength, their attrac-

tive product range, and absolute quality orienta-

tion, Glassolutions® are playing in the upper league 

of European flat glass companies – many aesthet-

ically and technically perfect reference projects at 

home and abroad are proof of that, as well as the 

wide customer base. This makes the group one of 

the major mainstays of the glass processing sector 

of the parent company Saint Gobain. Behind this is 

the management team ofwhich has taken on the 

challenges of the market and knows how to make 

the right pioneering decisions at the right time. 

New Dimension: The  ‚OneDB‘ Project 

Seven affiliated Glassolutions® plants, each with its own database: Until recently, this has been a rather unwelcome ‘side effect’ of a growing software system 

within an equally growing group of companies. Many of the employees could change data in the systems; master data maintenance was inconsistent  – 

identical products and processes hand different codes for instance – and maintenance and updates were time-consuming and expensive. 

After long discussions and simulation of many possible scenarios, Krzysztof Juszczyk, project manager of the Polish Glassolutions® sites and Waldemar 

Serafin‘s A+W team decided to take a radical step: The entire group was to use a common database with regular replication. This resulted in project ‚One-

DB‘, pilot also for other Saint-Gobain groups: An enormous challenge which by now has been successfully implemented – to the delight of all those invol-

ved. Please note: ‚OneDB’ covers the commercial part as well as the shop floor.

Today, the master data for the entire Glassolutions® group are managed on a central server, and are replicated to the local servers in regular intervals. Arti-

cles and processes are consistent – among the individual sites as well as in order processing and production. The advantages are clear: Orders can be dyna-

mically moved between sites; updates and maintenance work is much easier and therefore less cost-intensive. Project Manager Krzysztof Juszczyk: „Thanks 

to the ‚OneDB’  project, the whole group IT will be working faster, more cost-effective, and more reliable than before – real added value for Glassolutions®.“

Left: Laminated cutting on state-of-

the-art equipment, controlled by the 

A+W Real Time Optimizer (XOPT-ON).

Right: The A+W Production Monitor 

shows the employee at the float cut-

ting table brakeout pattern and rack 

location of every sheet, thus ensuring 

that the glass will be available at the 

IG-lines at the right time in the correct 

sequence.
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Flexible cutting optimization and -control: Using the A+W Real Time 

Optimizer (XOPT-ON) even already optimized batches can be re-orga-

nize,  rush orders breakeage are easily integrated in batches on hand. 
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